
 We explored new insurance benefits for people
 with Medicare and Medicaid that help

 beyond medical and prescription
 coverage. We helped people access
 benefits for life needs, including food 
 and produce vouchers, free smart 
 phone and data plans, and financial 

 assistance for over-the-counter pharmacy 
     items like cold and allergy medication, 
 personal care items, and supplements.

Compass cases informed advocacy with state
legislators and CF programs to improve 
access and coverage.

As we helped individuals, we used 
what we learned about the community’s 
challenges with self-funded employer 
insurance plans, network issues, and other 
access challenges to talk with insurance plans 
about their impact on the people with CF.

Connected the CF community 
with over                         unique resources

Applied learnings from Compass 
to help more Spanish-speakers learn 
about CF Peer Connect

$1.3 M
Helped Save CF COMMUNITY

(Average savings 
per person was $7,400 for
medical-related expenses)

 Satisfaction RATING90% 

Handled over                                  
incoming calls, 3,000 emails, 

and 900 online requests  
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400Supported nearly                          requests to 
 help navigate the Vertex GPS program changes

Compass is such a resource! 
I'm blown away at the expertise and

knowledge these case managers
have. I am personally grateful for

Compass!

I was nervous contacting 
Compass for the first time because
I wasn’t sure what to ask or where
to start, but it went so smoothly!

My rep was fantastic and had
resources ready to go!

Fielded                       requests in Spanish, 
with more than half being from 
first-time callers

ESP

COMPASS POINTS THE WAY

COMPASS CONNECTS

NO MATTER WHICH DIRECTION

People with cystic fibrosis and their families face complicated issues related to getting the care 
they need. CF Foundation Compass makes sure that no one has to do it alone. 2022 was another 
year filled with uncertainty, and our case managers helped thousands of people navigate insurance
challenges, find available financial resources, and tackle other life issues. Whenever you need us,
Compass is here to help.
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